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Who am I?

Jonathan Ellins
Head of Insights
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We are a full service marketing agency.
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50+
Digital
experts

65%
Average increase in 
lead generation

20
Years in
business

200+
Clients from across 
the world

Hallam in numbers
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What is conversion rate?



What is conversion rate?

Visitors Content Goal (e.g. a sign up, 
sale or contact)

%

Example: 3% conversion rate = 3 out of 100 people completed a goal



How conversion rate differs

Via. WordStream.com



So what is CRO?
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“Describes the process of pulling together all available 
tools, techniques and skills - with the goal of improving 

a website’s conversion rates”

1
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i.e. “increasing conversions without increasing traffic”

1
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Where CRO fits in





Real world conversion rate boosters
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Real world conversion rate boosters



Real world conversion rate boosters

1. Decent beds
2. Reliable wifi
3. An up to date directory of hotel services
4. Convenient power points or electrical outlets
5. Separate bath or shower
6. Adjustable mirrors
7. Bathroom light
8. Smooth, safe floors in bathrooms
9. Full tissue boxes
10. Easily adjustable heating, lighting and air conditioning
11. Bright enough lighting
12. Bedside reading lights

13. Window coverings that let in daylight but protect privacy
14. Plenty of tea and coffee
15. Invisible pest control
16. A few lighter choices for breakfast 
17. Soundproofed rooms
18. Adequate space
19. A place to put luggage
20. Real hangers
21. Drinking water
22. A chair and table
23. A clock
24. An absence of places for bedbugs to hide



Real world conversion rate boosters



Hallam’s CRO process



Hallam’s CRO approach

Diagnose problems Produce potential solutions Test those solutions Implement successful tests

Discovery
Design test 
hypothesis

A/B testing
Hard code 

success 
tests



Discovery



What is UX?



UX

Business
Goals

Design

User needs

2
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Typical customer journey



Offline

Enter store Explore
Pickup 

item
Decide Buy

Curiosity
Temptation

Anxiety
Contemplation

Achievement
Uncertainty

Remorse

“What have you got?” “Have I got everything?” “How long will it take?”



Online

Homepage Product Basket Checkout Complete

Curiosity
Temptation

Anxiety
Contemplation

Achievement
Uncertainty

Remorse

“What have you got?” “Have I got everything?” “How long will it take?”



How do we measure a good experience?



The process

Heuristic
review

Usability
testing

Expert 
review

Competitor
analysis

Actions

“Is it easy to use?” How can we improve this?



CRO review topics



The first 5 seconds

● Present a clear value proposition statement 
to communicate what the site is about in the first few 
seconds of landing.

● Ensure pages load in under two seconds 
to minimise drop offs. Users have a refined attention 
span and digital content is required to pull them 
in within the first 1.8 seconds.

● Create clear and immediate CTA’s to inform the user 
what actions you’d like them to perform.

● Notification strip can be easily missed and could easily 
be mistaken for a cookie notification bar.

● Avoid full-screen hero content, ensure content peeks 
above the fold to provide a visual cue encouraging 
users to scroll.



Navigation

● Design for accessibility: minimise unnecessary 
animation and ensure there is adequate colour contrast 
between elements.

● Consider a fixed (sticky) navigation menu to minimise 
unnecessary scrolling and allow users to navigate the 
site quickly and easily.

● Audit navigation items against users’ needs, perform 
tree tests to validate navigation hierarchy.

● Ensure touch target areas are large enough to tap 
comfortably. Small touch targets make your users work 
harder because they require more accuracy to hit.
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A heuristic evaluation is a usability inspection 
method. It involves evaluators examining the 
interface and judging its compliance with 
recognised usability principles (the “heuristics”).

Heuristic review



Heuristic review

The main goal of heuristic evaluations is to identify any 
problems associated with the design of user interfaces.

● Quantitative research

● Problems are categorised and scored on 
a numerical scale.

● Does not require user testing

● Requires only one expert, reducing the complexity 
and expended time for evaluation



Usability testing is the practice of testing how easy 
a design is to use on a group of representative 
users. It usually involves observing users as they 
attempt to complete tasks and can be done for 
different types of designs, from user interfaces 
to physical products.

Usability testing
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How can we facilitate this?

● Moderated user testing (5-7 users)

○ Moderators are ‘live’ with test participants , facilitating them 
through tasks, answering their questions, and replying to their 
feedback in real time.

● Remote user testing

○ Quick, robust, and inexpensive

○ Can be moderated or work independently from a script

○ Video and audio evidence (website + voiceover)

● HotJar analytics

○ Reinforce insight from expert review

● Google Analytics insights



Data insights



We set up various tools in Hotjar so we can get a 
deep insight into how your users are interacting 
with your site, including:

● Heatmaps/scrollmaps
● Session recordings
● Form analytics
● Polls/surveys
● Incoming feedback

We then review all the data which allows us to 
establish quick win improvements, nd alongside the 
GA data and UX insights, recommended design 
changes and hypotheses for testing.

Hotjar data analysis 



Google Analytics data analysis is vital in enabling 
us to understand what the key issues may be when 
it comes to your site’s conversion rate.

We will investigate conversion levels over time, 
high exit pages, areas of the site with low 
engagement, differences between desktop and 
mobile traffic, and much more!

Google Analytics data 
analysis



Hypotheses



Example hypothesis for testing



Testing



What is testing? 

Instead of basing site design changes on best 
practice/hunches, you know for certain that a 
change will improve conversion rate.



Process & Tools

There are plenty of different tools you can use to 
optimise your website for A/B testing.



Control

Example: Homepage Redesign A/B 
Test



Variation B
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33% increase in conversion rate



Control

Example: Main contact form 
A/B test



Variation B
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51% increase in conversion rate



The Benefits of A/B Testing

● Avoid making costly mistakes - A/B testing is based 
on truth not opinions

● You learn what you should be doing more or less of

● You never need to make hard decisions



The Benefits of A/B Testing

Instead of:

Get Idea → Decide Whether To Implement → Implement

You move to:

Get Idea → Implement it (as a Test) → Decide Whether to Keep

Tests can be done on a small segment of visitors, say 5% of the total, 
to ensure overall sales aren’t affected too much



The Benefits of A/B Testing

Unique testing can be made such as price changes, 
pretend new product offerings and different 
discount code percentages



Creating a winning website with CRO in mind



Focus on 
user-centred 
design
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Ensure it’s user-friendly.

Those websites that don’t work well have often focused too 
much on SEO or creating a pretty website with no thought for 
conversion. 

Or 

They are too focused on what the business/CEO/other 
stakeholders want on the website rather than focusing on what 
the customer wants.

#1



Have clear 
benefits & 
value 
proposition
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Outline clearly both benefits & features.

Make it clear what your services/products do - especially those 
which are more complex.

“Music, Meet Home”

“The world’s leading speaker system: 
Play any song in any room from any 
phone”

#2



Ensure it’s 
well written

6
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For websites “well written” means clear, easy to understand 
and able to communicate information effectively.

How?

● Carry out readability tests

● Write like you speak - plain speaking language makes it 
easy for your users to scan and digest

● Keep sentences short and concise - no needless words 
or technical jargon!

● Check grammar, spelling, punctuation

● Use active language to encourage action from users

● Use consistent tone of voice

#3



Consider 
pricing & 
offers

6
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You should always consider:

● Competitor pricing

● Payment options

● Free gifts/free trials

● Upselling/cross-selling

#4



Be 
trustworthy & 
remove risk

6
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#5



But wait, there’s more...
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CRO combined with paid advertising



Fact #1 - Higher bidding leads to better ad positions



Fact #2 - Higher ad positions get more clicks



Fact #2 - Higher ad positions get more clicks

+45 other results ->



Fact #2 - Higher ad positions get more clicks



Fact #3 - Higher conversion rates allow for higher bidding



Winning by a whisker makes a huge difference



The 2nd place converter loses out in more ways than one



What’s cheaper?



What’s cheaper?



Get miles ahead of the competition



Summary



What we covered

1. What is conversion rate?

2. What is conversion rate optimisation (CRO)?

3. How Hallam handles CRO from analysis to testing

4. Creating a winning website with CRO in mond

5. Combining CRO success with paid advertising



Thank you

@jonathan_ellins
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